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ABSTRACT

It ia shown that the coefficients of friction and diffusion of the

Balescu-Lenard equation can tie derived from tvo "generalized Rosenbluth

potentials", which reduce to the standard Rosenbluth potentials if vave

effects are neglected. The potentials are evaluated explicitly in the

case of Maxvellian field particles. The dominant contribution of wave

effects to the potentials is due ta the interaction of electron field

particles with ion sound waves.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the Fokker-Planck equation derived by Rosecbluth,

MacDonald and.Judd {henceforth abbreviated to RMJ], in which the coefficients

of friction and diffusion are expressed in terms of velocity derivatives of tvo

Rosenbluth potentials, is entirely equivalent to the kinetic equation derived
2)

by Landau . Because of its simplicity, the RMJ equation (or the Landau

equation) finds a wide application in plasma kinetic theory. In particular it

is the starting point of all calculations to-date of the energy balance in mirror
3) k)

machines ' and it is used in the study of injected beam distribution

in neutral beam injection in tokamaks * . The collision operator of this
•7).

equation has also been used in the recent theory of tearing instability

The collision integral of the Landau equation, however, suffers from

two major inadequacies. Firstly, it does not take into account the influence

of an external magnetic field on interacting particles and,secondly, it can

only describe interactions between particles within the Debye sphere. The

first inadequacy has very recently been investigated by Baldwin and Watson

and Hassan and Watson . It has been shown in these studies that if wave

effects are neglected in the magnetized kinetic equation derived by Hassan
9)

and Watson , the resulting collision operator describing the interaction

of ion tes t particles with electron field particles has the Fokker-Planck
form with coefficients derived from two scalar potentials . The potentials
have been evaluated explicitly for the case of Maxwellian electrons. The
second inadequency has not yet been fully explored. The obvious generalization
of the Landaji equation that takes Into account the interaction between
particles outside the Debye sphere ( i . e . the interaction of particles with
plasma waves) i s the famous Balescu—Lenard equation, Rostoker and

Rosenbluth and Montgomery and Tidman have calculated the coefficients

of friction and diffusion of the Balescu-Lenard equation for the case In
which the field particles have a Maxwellian distribution function and assuming
that the tes t particle velocity Is much larger than the thermal velocity of
the field particles. Ramazashvili et al, 11*) and Sil in 15) have applied
the Balescu-Lenard equation to the problems of temperture relaxation and
transfer processes, respectively.

The purpose of this paper i s to calculate the corrections to

Rosenbouth potentials due to the interaction of particles with, waves in an

unmagnetized plasma (the case of a magnetized plasma will be dealt with in

a subsequent paper) and to Investigate the conditions under which these

corrections are significant. We f i r s t show that the Balescu-Lenard equation
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can be put in.Foltker-Planck form,in which the coefficients of friction ana

diffusion are expressible in terms of two scalar potentials. These generalized

Rosenbluth potentials reduce to the standard Rosenbluth potentials if we

neglect wave effects. The potentials are then evaluated explicitly for the

ease in which- the field particles are Maxvellian.

II . THE GENERALIZED HOSENBLUTK POTENTIALS

Our s t a r t i n g poin t i s t h e well-known Balescu-Lenard c o l l i s i o n

i n t e g r a l ( s e e , for example, Montgomery and Ttdman 3i]

where

k-bf Sf b.tf- fe.tf'^

(3)

f 2 1 / 2

is the plasma frequency for species B , and

1

For our purposes, it is convenient to cast the tensor Q., in the form

-3-

_ = • '
(5)

which reduces to (2) when the trivial integrations over s, t and u are

carried out.

It is then readily observed that Eq.(l) can be written in the standard

Fokker-Planck form:

C6J

where the coefficients of friction and diffusion are written in terms of two

scalar potentials;

c" We ' ̂ 2 V ~*i 1J PA, =

_f!p

J«> jJfe J V .

C7)

-!?-</)

A A' .

(8).

The "getieralized Rosenbluth potentials" h and g can easily 1« derived from

("7) and (8) upon integrating over the velocity v ,

i f



-- i
Jir

(9)

£- " ^ A

(10)

Here,, the constant of integration in the expression for g has teen chosen

in such a way as to sender the s integral convergent for small values of

s (cf. Baldwin and Watson ).

We may easily satisfy ourselves that if we neglect "wave effects",

i.e. if we replace e(k,u) by its static value e(k,0) = , the

potentials g and h reduce to the familiar Rosenhluth potentials

tic •=.

P

I. ^ el /1/ ^• I
P
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In the following section ve shall be interested in calculating the

contributions to the generalized Rosenblutii potentials due to wave, effects.
andejTo this end we follow Baldwin and Watson OJ ana Hassan and Watson^'

divide the potentials into two parts by writing

(13)

The equality Cl3) enables us to write the potentials h and g in the form:

h = hc + hw = ho t l + H) , (lb)ho t l + H) ,

8C (1 +

where

H - r2" G = 5t
6,,

(15)

(16)

The parts hc and gc (given by Eqs.Cll) and (12)) are the contributions
to the potentials due to near Coulomb collisions. The parts h and a
describe the interaction of particles with plasma waves. They ape given by

K. - ±_

C17)

CO

(18)
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where

0+ i
(.19)

I I I . CALCULATIONS-OF H AMD G FOE THE CASE OF MAXVTELLIAM FIELD PARTICLES

This sect ion i s devoted to the calcula t ions of the correct ion terms

H arid G assuming the field particles distribution function ta to be

P
Maxwellian, i . e .

Noting that

(t!sV

J a / (/»;• at

and performing the t integration and the two angle Integrations in I d \ ,

(17) and (16) reduce to

WCM t
u-

t (20) (23)

and restr ic t ing attention to a two-component plasma. In particular we shall
• confine ourselves to the cases for which our calculations give K and G

greater than or equal to unity. The substitution of (20) into ( l l ) and
(2) leads to the results 1 3 ' :

- 1+ Jfe W(h«Jl

i , A (21)

(si*)

where,for a two-component ion-el*ctron plasma,the dielectric function €(k,u
ID )

takes the form :

i - A

where * is the error function,

- 7 - .

V
(22)

€ r + i 6c

-s-

(25)

(26)

' - - - " r
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^

(27)

Z(x) ia the plasma dispersion function

2 rx ,22 fx 2
Z(x) = 2x e~x cT

rv
dt

which has the asymptotic values

Z(x) - 2x2 , x « 1

Z(x) « 1 + ~ , x » 1
2x

(28)

(29)

(30)

Tvirning nov to the m

that the integrand becomeB exponentially small if

integral in (S3) and (24), ve first otserve

« 1. Thus for the

ion case (B = i), most of the contribution to the integral comes from

0 < x < — . In this region, however, noting that for most plasmas of

interest p » 1 ana using (29), we deduce, to first order of approximation,

that — € As a result W(k,x) et 0 and our calculations will

give both H snd G lesB than unity- On the other hand, if B " e> the

dominant contribution to the integral comes from 0 < x < 1 . In this

region the interval 0 < j£ < — , as in the ion case, gives a small contri-

bution; whereas for — < i < 1 the asymptotic values (29)

and

(31)

(32)
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The condition (32) enables us to use the approximate result
15)

~ rr

In vie¥ of which

W -

C33)

By virtue of (31) and (31*) the w integral in (£3) and {z\) can nov easily
be performed to obtain

C351

where

(36)

b =

and,-as u*ual,the upper limit in the it integral has been replaced.by kQ

the inverse distance of closest approach,to avoid the divergence;for large

values of k .
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Making the change of variables

y • ak v , x (37)

and performing the * integrals, (35) and (361 reduce to

- TT ex. - A X*l '

(38)

w a - 1/TT_ Rdg t IT

where

Ot -

i.f/+i) «

Approximate values of the above integrals can readily be derived if we

that the dominant contribution to the integrals comes from x < J—g—

-11-

Substitutlng these values into Cl6] and making uae of (21) and (.22) ire

finally obtain, after some algebra, the asymptotic results shown in Tatile'l.

IV. SUMMARY JUTO CONCLUSIONS

We nave shovn that the coefficlenta of friction and diffusion in the

Balescu-Lenaxd equation can be expressed in terms of velocity derivatives

of tvo scalar potentials, which reduce to the standard Bosenblutb. potentials

if vave effects are neglected. The contributions to the potentials due to

wave effects are expressed in terms of the correction terras H and G ,

defined in Eq..{l6). These correction terms are evaluated explicitly for

the case in which the field particles are in thermal equilibrium. The

correction teras are found to be small for ion field particles. In the

case of electron field particles, tbe correction terms are significant if the

ml T«
plasma is strongly non-isothermal,such that the condition — > — » 1 i s

ae T i
satisfied - the dominant correction Is then given by the terms for which
To < *o ̂ aee Ta:ble I *̂

It should be noted that such a non-isothermal plasma can support veaily

damped oscillations (ion Bound waves) with phase velocities much less than

the electron thermal velocity but much greater than the ion thermal velocity,

i.e.

1- Iv. I \

(kl)

Such waves can easily iâ tat«s;t vith the electrons, whereaa^tha interaction

of these waves with ions is relatively veak. The condition (.hi) is exactly

the frequency domain that gives the dominant contribution to the integrals

(£3) and {2h). Thus, we conclude that the dominant contribution of vave

effects to the generalized Rosenbluth potentials is due to the Interaction

of electrons with ion sound waves•
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